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July 10, 2014 Dear the Editor of Biogeosciences,
Subject: Regarding revision of the BG manuscript (bg-2014-131)

Thank you very much for reviewing carefully our manuscript, entitled “Net primary production of Chinese fir plantation ecosystems and its relationship to climate” by Ling WANG, Baoli DUAN, Yuanbin ZHANG and Frank BERNINGER published in BGD. We are submitting the replies to the queries of the honorable reviewers. We are very grateful to the reviewer’s constructive, valuable, and preferable comments, and appreciate deeply the reviewer’s hard works on critical reading of our manuscript. We checked carefully all the comments and revised the manuscript almost following the comments.

The comments are very helpful to improve clarity and quality of the paper. Detailed responses to the reviewer’s comments including changes that have been made to the original manuscript are written in the attached sheets. We wish to sincerely thank you and the reviewers again for editing and reviewing our manuscript. If there are still inappropriate points before acceptance, we are pleased to revise them as soon as possible.

Sincerely yours,
Ling Wang (PhD) Chengdu Institute of Biology Chinese Academy of Sciences PO Box 416, Chengdu 610041, China E-mail: lynn084@gmail.com

[You can contact also] Baoli Duan (Professor) Institute of Mountain Hazards and Environment Chinese Academy of Sciences PO Box 416, Chengdu 610041, China E-mail: duanbl@imde.ac.cn

Please also note the supplement to this comment: http://www.biogeosciences-discuss.net/11/C3399/2014/bgd-11-C3399-2014-supplement.pdf
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